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Abstract: Production processes where several jobs are loaded into a single machine and

processed simultaneously are common in semiconductor manufacturing. These machines
are called batch servers. In this paper, we extend previous studies of batch servers introducing two job classes. One job class receives privileged service to model prioritized
jobs.
To study the impact of the percentage of prioritized jobs on the system performance we
utilize the discrete{time analysis technique, widely used for the performance evaluation of
modern communication systems. The intent of this paper is to present rst results and to
demonstrate the feasibility of discrete{time analysis technique for operational research in
semiconductor manufacturing rather than to attempt any rigor mathematical treatment of
the numerical algorithms.
Keywords: Stochastic Manufacturing Models, Batch Server, Discrete{time Analysis,
Semiconductor Manufacturing.

1 Introduction
Batch servers are machines that can process several jobs at a time. Examples of batch
service machines in semiconductor wafer fabrication are di usion and oxidation ovens.
These operations are very time-consuming (Johri 1992). Since it is inecient to run a long
operation without utilizing the full capacity of the machine it may seem desirable always
to load full batches, i.e., the maximum number of jobs. Notably, additional jobs cannot be
added once the process has been started. A batch server might have to wait a long time
for jobs to form a full batch, leaving the machine idle. This waiting time adds to the cycle
time of a job and downstream stages face starvation.
For semiconductor manufacturing is among the most complex manufacturing processes,
scheduling and sequencing decisions are not necessarily straightforward when there are
batch processing machines within a semiconductor wafer production line. To nd a fair
trade{o between job cycle time and server utilization a nontrivial decision must be made
whether to start the partial batch once the machine becomes available or to wait for
additional jobs.
(Neuts 1967) presented an analytical study of batch service systems that operate according
to a minimum batch size rule. (Gold 1992) and (Tran-Gia et al. 1993) investigate batch service systems in push and pull manufacturing environments using embedded Markov chain
techniques. (Glassey and Weng 1991), and (Fowler et al. 1992) approach the problem of
controlling batch processing systems in semiconductor wafer fabrication from a operation
manager's point of view. These studies utilize online data of the specic facilities under consideration for decision making. (Tran-Gia and Schomig 1996) introduce the discrete{time
analysis technique to the performance analysis of a batch service system. They compare
the minimum batch size rule with a limited idle time policy in the single product case.
Discrete{time analysis techniques were rst used to analyse basic queuing models like single server systems as presented by (Ackroyd 1980) and (Hubner 1993). This technique is
used for the analysis of high{performance communication networks.
In this paper we study a batch service system where two clases of jobs are processed:
regular jobs and prioritized jobs to model so{called hot lots, that receive preferred service. We present numerical approximations using our new algorithm comparing these with
simulations of a typical system conguration.

2 Model and Analysis
Batch Service Model
We consider the batch service system depicted in Fig. 1. There exist two types of jobs in our
model. Jobs of type I (type II) arrive at queue I (queue II) with rate 1 (2). Their interar2

rival time is geometrically distributed according to a(k) = (1;qA ) qAk;1  k = 1 2 : : : .
Queue I (queue II) has a nite capacity of S1 (S2) jobs. If there are already S1 (S2 ) jobs
in queue I (queue II), a newly arriving job of type I (type II) will balk. The probability
of this occurence is denoted by pB1 (pB2). Jobs of type I will also be referred to as hot
lots, whereas jobs of type II are standard lots. Jobs of di erent types cannot be served
simultaneously. Service times are assumed to be random to account for variability due to
setup times, downtimes, material shortage, and/or operator unavailability. Nevertheless,
deterministic service times can also be used in our algorithm.
The distribution of service time only depends on the type of jobs in the server, not on
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Figure 1: Batch Server with Bounded Idle Time and Two Job Classes
their number. Mean service time for type I jobs is E H1 ], for type II jobs it is E H2 ].
Within one queue, jobs are served in FIFO order. Furthermore, no job can join service
while the server is busy.
At the end of a service period, a new service is started according to the following strategy:
 If there is at least one job in queue I, all jobs in queue I, but at most b jobs will move
on to the server and will be served.
 If queue I is empty and there are at least b jobs in queue II, b jobs from queue II will
be served.
 If none of the above applies, a timeout intervall of constant length ! is started.
 Within the timeout interval, if one job arrives at queue I, the timeout intervall is
stopped and this job will be served.
 If b jobs arrive at queue II within the timeout interval and prior to an arrival at queue
I, the timeout intervall is stopped and these b jobs will be served.
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 If none of the latter two holds, the timeout interval ends, and the jobs in queue II (if
any) will be served.
 If both queues are empty when the timeout interval ends, the rst job arriving to
queue I or queue II will be served.

Note that the batching strategy for queue I can be described as greedy, while for queue II
a full batch strategy is implemented.

Discrete{time Analysis
Random variables considered are of discrete{time nature, i.e. samples are multiples of  t,
for the time axis is divided into intervals of a xed length  t, the unit length. We assume
that the discrete distributions have nite length. Given a random variable X , we denote
the distribution (probability mass function) of X by x(k) = PrfX = kg  ;1 < k < 1 ,
P
the distribution function by X (k) = ki=;1 x(i) , the mean by E X ], and the coecient
of variation by cX .
Figure 2 illustrates a possible evolution of the two{dimensional state space of the batch
server model. We observe the state process, (X ?(t) Y ? (t)), of the system, where X ? and
Y ? denote the number of jobs in queue I and queue II, respectively. A Markov chain can be
embedded at the end of a service period. Henceforth we rst investigate the state process
of the queue at these embedding points, (Xn(t) Yn(t)).
For the description of the system we introduce the following random variables (i = 1 2) :
Ai
: Interarrival time of jobs of type i
Hi
: Service time for jobs of type i
Ri
: Number of arriving jobs of type i
during a service period
Ti
: Number of arriving jobs of type i
during the timeout interval of length !
(X Y ) : Number of waiting jobs in queue I
and II at embedded points
?
?
(X  Y ) : Number of waiting jobs at arbitrary
instants
The distribution ri(k) of arrivals of job type i during a service period, given
qA = (E Ai] ; 1)=E Ai] , is
i

 
ri(k) = h(m) mk (1 ; qA )k qAm;k 
m=k
1
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due to the geometric distribution
a(k) = (1 ; qA ) qAk;1  k = 1 2 : : :  of the arrival process.
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Figure 2: State space evolution
(Tran-Gia and Schomig 1996) showed how to use the discrete{time analysis technique to
conduct performance analysis of a batch service system having one job class:
 Derive the state probabilities at the embedded points.

 Calculate probabilities of certain state description interval types.
 Combine results to derive state probabilities at arbitrary instants.
To calculate eciently the steady state probability vector we introduce the following evolution algorithm. The discrete{time operators introduced by (Tran-Gia 1986) had to be
adjusted to probability distributions on two{dimensional state spaces and new operators
had to be added. Here, z(k l) is the probability that X = k and Y = l. The second
index of the operators denotes the dimension, to which the operator is applied. Hence the
denitions following are given for the rst dimension.

m1 (z(k l)) =
m1(z(k l)) =




0 : k < m , for l = 0 : : :  1
z(k l) : k  m

z(k l) : k  m , for l = 0 : : :  1
0 :k>m
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m1 (z (k l)) =
z(i l) : k = m , for l = 0 : : :  1
>
i
=
m
>
:
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m1 (z (k l)) = z (k ; m l)

, for l = 0 : : :  1 :

The operators can be dened in a similar way for the second dimension. For example
8
z(k l) : l < m
>
>
<
1
P
m2 (z (k l)) =
z(k i) : l = m , for k = 0 : : :  1
>
i
=
m
>
:
0 :l>m
Fig. 3 shows a graphical representation of some of those operators. The white areas represent the original distribution, whereas the shaded areas show the distribution after applying the particular operator. The black bar represents the summation realized by the
{operator.
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Figure 3: Graphical Representation of Operators
Using these operators, we can derive the evolution algorithm depicted in Fig. 4 which
describes the development of states going from embedding point n to embedding point
n + 1. The symbol `~' denotes the discrete convolution operation, whereas `' denotes
the place where the distributions, which were derived in the individual branches are being
added. Each branch is weighted by its factor pj , which represents the probability of the
event corresponding to the individual branches.
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To arrive at the distribution at arbitrary points in time, one has to identify the di erent
interval types that occur between embedded points, as described by (Gold 1992). This
leads to ve di erent interval types, presented in the lower portion of Fig. 2.
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Figure 4: Evolution Algorithm

3 Results
Due to the limited size of this paper we have to conne ourselves to the presentation
of few results chosen from the multitude of possible congurations and parameter sets.
We observed always a good conformation between analytical and simulative results with
relative errors signicantly smaller than 5% for most parameter sets. Figure 5 shows the
mean waiting time before service (given in terms of E H ]) and Fig. 6 the balking probability
for both types of jobs (balking probabilities for type I { jobs were zero for coecient of
variation cH1 = 0:0), observed for trac intensities ranging from 0.1 up to 1.1, where
i

:= q  1 + (1 ; q)  2
:= E Hi]=(b  E Ai]) i = 1 2 :

The variable q is the fraction of jobs of type I in the product mix. The results are given
for two di erent coecients of variation of the service time distribution, given parameters
b = 8 S1 = 16 S2 = 32. Mean service time for jobs of type I is 40 time units, for jobs
of type II it is 50 time units. Product mix is chosen to be q = 30% for hot lots and
100% ; q = 70% for regular lots. The length of the timeout interval is ! = 0:3  E H2] time
units.
Firstly, it is obvious that the variability of the service time, denoted by the coecient of
variation, has a major inuence on the behaviour of the system in terms of waiting time of
jobs before service and balking. Secondly, we notice the a known growth of waiting time
with increasing trac intensity in the system for type II { jobs.
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Figure 5: Mean Waiting Time of Jobs Before Service
Furthermore, note that the waiting times for type I { jobs are hardly impacted by a
increase in trac intensity. For trac intensities higher than 0.3, a peculiar behavior
can be observed for waiting times and balking probabilities for jobs of type II the values
observed for coecient of variation 0.0 are higher than those observed for coecient of
variation 1.0.
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the mean waiting times and balking probabilities for di erent values
of the product mix. Here, the fraction of jobs of type I in the product mix ranges from 0.1
to 0.5. Results are displayed for trac intensities 0.3 and 0.9, cH1 = cH2 = 0:0. All other
parameters were the same as in Figures 5 and 6.
Here it can be seen that waiting times for type I { jobs are hardly inuenced by changes in
the product mix, especially when the load is high. Jobs of type II again show the opposite
behavior their waiting time increases faster for higher loads.
In Fig. 8, only results for type II { jobs are given since balking probabilities for type I { jobs
were zero for all parameters.
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Figure 6: Balking Probability
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Figure 7: E ect of the Product Mix on the Mean Waiting Time

4 Conclusion and Outlook
In this paper, we demonstrated the feasibility of discrete{time analysis technique for the
performance evaluation of a batch service system having two job classes. We employed
the bounded idle time rule and discussed how given parameters inuence performance
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Figure 8: E ect of the Product Mix on the Balking Probability of Arriving Jobs
measures such as balking probability, waiting time, and work in process. Analytical results
were validated by discrete event simulation.
We believe it would be advised to introduce cost functions to appreciate contradicting
economic goals as low mean waiting times of jobs (i.e. small cycle times) and high server
utilization (i.e. less manufacturing costs per job).
Further research has to be carried out to consider delays due to setup times as well as
so{called lookahead strategies.
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